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The realization of integrated quantum circuits requires precise on-chip control of charge carriers.
Aiming at the coherent coupling of distant nanostructures at zero magnetic field, here we study the
ballistic electron transport through two quantum point contacts (QPCs) in series in a three terminal
configuration. We enhance the coupling between the QPCs by electrostatic focusing using a field
effect lens. To study the emission and collection properties of QPCs in detail we combine the electro-
static focusing with magnetic deflection. Comparing our measurements with quantum mechanical
and classical calculations we discuss generic features of the quantum circuit and demonstrate how
the coherent and ballistic dynamics depend on the details of the QPC confinement potentials.

PACS numbers:

Quantum point contacts (QPCs) are the smallest fun-
damental units of solid state based quantum circuits.
These short tunable one-dimensional (1D) constrictions
in a two-dimensional electron system (2DES) display an
astonishingly rich spectrum of physics from the famous
conductance quantization [1–3] to many-body interaction
effects such as the so-called 0.7-anomaly [4–6]. Individ-
ual QPCs are important components in quantum cir-
cuits, e.g., as charge detectors [7] or to split quantum-Hall
edge channels [8, 9]. The complexity of QPCs has been
revealed in many experiments [5] including shot noise
measurements [10], scanning gate spectroscopy [11, 12],
thermoelectric studies [13], phototransport [14], magne-
totransport out of equilibrium [15, 16], or quantum trans-
port through freely suspended devices [17]. Aspects of
the ballistic dynamics of coupled QPCs have been studied
in experiments focusing on non-ohmic resistance [18–22]
or magnetic deflection [15, 16, 23], spin-orbit coupling
[24, 25], defect scattering [26] or diffraction at a QPC
[27]. In ballistic quantum circuits, QPCs could serve as
a coherent electron source or sink. However, such an uti-
lization requires a comprehensive understanding of the
QPCs carrier emission and collection properties. Both
are characterized by the coupling between the QPC’s lo-
cal 1D modes and the ballistic dynamics in the 2DES.
Here we study the combined ballistic and coherent dy-
namics of two QPCs in series. Our results substantially
improve our understanding of QPCs and provide a viable
basis for the design of ballistic quantum circuits.

We consider two QPCs, defined electrostatically us-
ing the usual split gate design. They are tuned to their
quantized conductance regimes and interact via the ex-
change of ballistic electrons via a free, i.e., grounded,
region of 2DES. We demonstrate that the mutual cou-
pling can be strongly enhanced by fine tuning an elec-
trostatic lens [28, 29] between the two QPCs. The lens
functions by refocusing carriers diverging from one QPC
into the second QPC. For studying this electrostatic fo-

cusing we combine it with magnetic deflection [23, 30] in
a field perpendicular to the 2DES. (We avoid the com-
mon term magnetic focusing, as a homogeneous magnetic
field merely deflects currents.) This combination is es-
sential to fully determine the angular resolved emission
spectrum of the QPCs and explore electrostatic focusing
between QPCs. Our magnetic fields are so small that we
can neglect the Zeeman splitting of electron states.
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FIG. 1: (a) Atomic force microscope image of the sample;
Ti/Au gates on GaAs surface (dark). Gate voltages V1, V2, VL

are used to define in the 2DES below QPC1,2 and a lens.
Source-drain voltage V is applied across QPC1; current I is
measured through QPC2; the region in between is grounded
via 4 ohmic contacts (squares). The horizontal dashed line is
the principal axis of the lens with aperture angle α ≃ 55◦. (b)
Individual linear response pinch-off curves G(V1,2) of QPC1,2

(V2,1 = VL = 0), corrected for lead resistance Rlead. (c) En-
ergy spacings between subsequent subbands.

For our model calculations we first define a 2D elec-
trostatic potential landscape based on the actual sample
layout and characterization measurements. Then we de-
termine the ballistic electron dynamics by numerically
solving either the Schrödinger equation or the classi-
cal equation of motion. For our measurements we use
an (Al,Ga)As/GaAs heterostructure containing a 2DES
107 nm beneath its surface. Figure 1(a) displays the sur-
face including metal gates used to define the two QPCs
and a lens in between. The 2DESs Fermi energy and
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mean free path measured at cryogenic temperatures are
E0

F ≃ 10.9meV and lm ≃ 24µm. We performed di-
rect current (dc) measurements in a helium-3 evaporation
cryostat at T ≃ 250mK. For a basic characterization we
present in Fig. 1(b) linear response pinch-off curves of
the individual QPCs. The conductance as a function of
gate voltages V1, V2 features flat plateaus at NGQ with
N = 1, 2, . . . and the spin degenerate 1D conductance
quantum GQ = 2e2/h.

The precise relation between the confinement poten-
tial of the QPCs and carrier emission profile is cen-
tral for understanding the ballistic carrier dynamics and
for optimizing a quantum electronic circuit. The lat-
eral confinement defines the mode structure of the 1D
channel while its potential shape in current direction [x-
axis in Fig. 1(a)] governs the coupling of the 1D modes
into the surrounding 2DES. Our pinch-off curves exhibit
smooth steps between conductance plateaus suggesting
reflectionless transmission between the free 2DES and the
QPCs. This indicates smooth (parabolic) potential bar-
riers as also implemented in our model [31]. Importantly,
for reflectionless coupling the lateral 1D eigenmode struc-
ture is preserved in the coherent QPCs’ emission profile.

Although the conductance steps of our QPCs in
Fig. 1(b) are almost equidistant as a function of gate
voltages, the corresponding energy spacings between the
1D subbands [cf. Fig. 1(c)] strongly decrease with N .
These energies are incompatible with parabolic lateral
confinement for N ≥ 4 [32]. They point to a transition
by screening from a parabolic confinement for N ≤ 1
towards a hard wall potential for N ≥ 4 [33].

In the following measurements we apply a dc volt-
age of V = −1mV across one QPC (emitter) and mea-
sure the current I flowing to ground through the second
QPC (detector), cf. Fig. 1(a). Electrons move ballisti-
cally between the QPCs as their distance of l ≃ 4.6µm
is smaller than lm. Alternative current paths include
backscattering through the emitter or scattering to the
grounded side contacts (Iside), such that the emitter cur-
rent Iem = Iside + I. The resistance between the center
region and ground at the side contacts is ≃ 37Ω, small
compared to the QPC resistances exceeding 1.8 kΩ in our
measurements for N ≤ 7. Nevertheless, backscattering
from the macroscopic side contacts causes a small shift
of the local chemical potential between the QPCs and,
hence, a small diffusive contribution to the detector cur-
rent I, such that I = Iball + Idiff with Idiff < 0.02 Iside
(Idiff is additionally influenced by a tiny voltage offset
of the current amplifier), cf. Ref. [34]. Here, we are in-
terested in Iball, the contribution to the detector current
generated by carriers moving ballistically between emit-
ter and detector.

Iball is limited by the divergence of the carrier modes
emerging from a QPC: carriers are emitted within an
aperture angle which depends on the height of the barrier
in current direction and the lateral confinement along
it. Given their divergence most of the carriers miss the
detector and mostly contribute to Iside. The purpose

of our lens is to re-focus these carriers to enhance the
coupling between the QPCs.
To first characterize the divergence and lateral mode

structure of the QPCs we perform magnetic deflection
experiments without electrostatic focusing [26, 27]. Our
QPCs are aligned in series, such that ballistic carriers
emitted at a larger angle reach the detector at a higher
field. In Fig. 2(a) we display example curves IN,N with
both QPCs tuned to the center of the Nth conductance
plateau with N = 1, . . . , 7. The two sets of curves corre-
spond to opposite current directions, i.e. exchanged role
of emitter vs. detector. The symmetry is predicted by the
Onsager-relations [35] for a multi-terminal device, here
I(B)|

←
= I(−B)|

→
, where arrows indicate the oppo-

site current directions [41]. Below, we will decipher the
information the serial current I(B) encodes on the mode-
to-mode coupling between the QPCs.
To predict Iball we numerically solve the Schrödinger

equation for a single electron moving in a 2D Fermi gas
connected to leads as indicated in Fig. 1(a). We account
for the estimated dephasing length of lφ ≃ 0.5µm by en-
ergy averaging, where lφ is dominated by temperature
and bias broadening. To mimic the measured mean free
path of lm ≃ 24µm we include a weak homogeneous ab-
sorbing potential between the QPCs. To model the lat-
eral confinement of the QPCs we use a hard wall poten-
tial, where its gate voltage dependent width and depth
(at the center of the constrictions) are determined from
the subband spacings plotted in Fig. 1(c) [32]. The open-
ing of the constrictions towards the leads follow the semi-
circular shape of the gates. The lens potential controlled
by the gate voltage VL, cf. Fig. 1(a), is added on de-
mand. From the solution of the Schrödinger equation we
extract the total transmission probability TN,M (B, VL) =∑

n,m tn,m of a ballistic and coherent electron through

the two QPCs in series with the first (second) QPC
set to the N -th (M -th) conductance plateau. Thereby
tn,m(B, VL;V1, V2), n = 1, 2, . . . , N , m = 1, 2, . . . ,M
are the transmission probabilities between the occupied
transverse eigenmodes of the detector and emitter. We
consider slowly varying QPC potentials and neglect co-
herent backreflections into the QPCs. In this limit tn,m
do not depend on the gate voltages for n ≤ N andm ≤ M
and can be reconstructed from the total transmissions as
tn,m = TN,M − TN−1,M − TN,M−1 + TN−1,M−1. The
Landauer formula relates TN,M (B, VL) to the measured
ballistic current, IballN,M (B, VL) = GQV TN,M (B, VL).
For better illustrating the mode structure we have also

measured IN,M=7(B) for 1 ≤ N ≤ 7 with fixed M . Aim-
ing at a direct comparison with model predictions we
subtract the B-field independent Idiff from the raw data
obtaining IballN,M=7(B) = IN,M (B) − IdiffN,M (B) [34]. In

Fig. 2(b) we plot the measured transmission differences,
∆TN,M=7(B) ≡

[
IballN,M=7(B)− IballN−1,M=7(B)

]
/GQV ,

and in Fig. 2(c) as red dashed lines the bare model pre-

dictions, ∆TN,M=7 =
∑7

m=1 tN,m. Both, measured and
predicted curves display a growing magnetic field range of
finite Iball as N is increased. It confirms a larger aperture
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FIG. 2: (a) Magnetic deflection with two QPCs in series: measured detector current IN,N versus perpendicular magnetic field
B for both QPCs tuned to the Nth conductance plateau with N = 1, ...7. Two data sets (gray, blue) correspond to opposite
current directions; vertical shifts Ioff(N) for clarity. Measured in (b) versus calculated in (c) transmission differences ∆TN,M=7.
Model curves in (c) for perfect symmetry and zero lens potential (red dashed) and with corrections of the QPC positions and
accounting for the piezoelectric dip of the lens potential (solid blue lines). Maxima and minima of ∆TN,M=7 are marked in
panel (b) with red (black) triangles. Dashed gray lines [identical in (b) and (c)] connect the nth maxima for odd (even) N and
the nth minima for even (odd) N .

angle of carriers emitted from a QPC at higher modes.
Our measured data roughly follow the model curves, al-
beit they show additional fine structure and a reduced
symmetry.

So far we assumed a perfectly flat potential between
two perfectly positioned QPCs. The blue solid lines in
Fig. 2(c) are the result of a more realistic model tak-
ing into account the following imperfections of the sam-
ple: (i) Both QPCs are slightly shifted with respect
to each other and the principal axis of the lens, cf.
Fig. 1(a). These lateral shifts break the symmetry, such
that I(B) 6= I(−B) similar as in our measurements in
Fig. 2(b). (ii) The electrostatic potential beneath the
lens is not flat but develops a dip independently of VL.
The dip is caused by the piezoelectric effect of (Al,Ga)As,
which is strained by the lens gate during cool-down [34].
The combination of (i) and (ii) results in additional fea-
tures in I(B) similar to our experimental observations,
albeit the agreement is not perfect: Compared to our
model our measurements in Fig. 2(b) show for N . 5 en-
hanced transmission for the outermost maxima (at larger
|B|). This is also visible as an almost bimodal current
distribution in Fig. 2(a). We attribute the differences
to the scattering properties of the electrostatic potential
dip, visualized in Fig. 14 in Ref. [34]. Not knowing its
detailed shape we assume a parabolic dip with smooth
edges. Compared to our measurements it slightly under-
estimates the reduction of Iball at B = 0. Such deviations
between theory and experiment illustrate our limited
knowledge of the exact potential landscape. More accu-
rate predictions might be reached with self-consistent cal-

culations solving the 3D Poisson and Schrödinger equa-
tions, which is beyond the scope of this article.
Next we focus on the interference pattern of the trans-

mission curves ∆TN,M=7, which express the lateral co-
herence in our setup. The N maxima of each fully coher-
ent model curve [red dashed lines in Fig. 2(c)] reflect the
order of the lateral eigenmodes. A classical calculation
without disorder [34] reproduces the widths and heights
of ∆TN,M (B) in Fig. 2(c) but predicts a smooth trans-
mission maximum without oscillations. The dashed gray
lines in Fig. 2(c) and a copied version in Fig. 2(b) are
guides to the eyes. They are chosen to connect the nth
maxima for odd (even) N for the bare model in Fig. 2(c).
They also cut through the respective minima for even
(odd) N , a fingerprint of the coherent mode structure.
The measured data in Fig. 2(b) approximately reproduce
the alternation between minima and maxima found in our
model calculations. The comparison confirms the coher-
ent nature of the measured interference pattern. [42]
For practical applications it is desirable to maximize

the coupling of distant nanodevices, e.g. by refocusing
carriers emitted from one QPC to the other. To achieve
electrostatic focusing, we add a concave spherical lens in
the center between the two QPCs, cf. Fig. 1(a) [28, 29]. In
a classical model with perfect geometry its focusing prop-
erties are described by the electronic version of Snell’s law

with the refractive index for electrons, nr =
√
E0

F/E
L
F ,

where the Fermi energies below the lens gate, EL
F , and

elsewhere, E0
F, are assumed to be constants. For our con-

cave lens focusing requires nr > 1, i.e. EL
F < E0

F, which
we achieve by applying VL < 0. In Fig. 3(a) we combine
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FIG. 3: (a) Measured serial transmission through both QPCs, T (VL, B) for N = M = 7 and QPC1 as emitter. (b) T (VL) for
various magnetic fields. For B−B0 = 0 (blue) a pronounced maximum indicates focusing. Red dashed line: T (VL)/10 without
QPCs (V1 = V2 = 0). (c) Calculated T (VL, B) as described in the main text. The dashed lines in (a) and (c) are identical. (d)
Calculated current density emitted by QPC1 modeled as hard wall potential for N = 7 at B = 0 and VL = 0 and neglecting
the electrostatic potential dip at the lens waist. Solid lines: approximate extension of the lens potential for VL ≃ −0.64V.

electrostatic focusing and magnetic deflection and plot
the measured transmission T (B, VL) = I(B, VL)/GV for
N = M = 7. (The magnetic deflection experiment shown
as gray symbols in Fig. 2(a) corresponds to the vertical
cross section at VL = 0.) While we decrease VL < 0 the
current maxima bend inwards and eventually cumulate
in a single peak at B = 0 and VL ≃ −0.64V, a direct sig-

nature of electrostatic focusing. Figure 3(b) presents var-
ious horizontal cuts T (VL) for constant B. Independent
of B the lens pinches off near VL = −1.2V similar as the
lens’ transmission curve without QPCs (V1 = V2 = 0),
added as a red dashed line. Interestingly, the transmis-
sion maxima all lie within the range of VL in which the
lens itself causes virtually no reflection, corroborating our
interpretation in terms of electrostatic focusing.

While we measure electrostatic focusing as a func-
tion of VL, model calculations are performed in terms
of the electrostatic lens potential parameterized by nr or
EL

F . A direct comparison therefore requires a calibration
of nr(VL). We combined two complementary methods,
namely Landau-level reflection measurements [36] and a
self-consistent approach based on Snell’s law [34]. The
calibration allows us to display our model calculations in
Fig. 3(c) in the same coordinate system as the measure-
ments in panel (a). The dashed lines in figures 3(a) and
(c) are identical and serve as a guide for comparison. The
model calculations clearly reproduce the main features of
our measurements.
Figure 3(d) shows the calculated current density emit-

ted by a QPC for N = 7 at B = 0 into a flat 2DES to-
gether with the actual lens geometry. It confirms that the
lens captures the emitted beam for N ≤ 7, in agreement
with the focusing results plotted in Fig. 3(a). In Ref.
[34] we show that the emission of a QPC depends on the
shape of its confinement potential and that a parabolic
confinement is in disagreement with our experiment.
For N = 7 our model predicts a transmission at the fo-

cal point of T ≃ 35%. About half of the reduction from
100% is caused by the discussed imperfections of the lay-
out. The other half is due to an additional lens abber-
ation incorporated by design: we optimized the lens for
N = 1 and thereby neglected the effects of bent electron

beams (in contrast to straight beams in ray optics). For
a bent beam the lens’ focus point depends on the cur-
vature at which carriers are emitted from a QPC. The
measured transmission at the focal point is T ≃ 13%.
This further reduction indicates additional deviations of
the electrostatic potential from the simulated geometry
not yet accounted for in our model.
In summary, using a field effect lens we have achieved

electrostatic focusing of ballistic electrons at B = 0 be-
tween two QPCs separated by a mesoscopic region of
grounded 2DES. As a tool to directly illustrate elec-
trostatic focusing and to characterize the coherent lat-
eral mode structure of the beam emitted by a QPC, we
have combined electrostatic focusing with magnetic de-
flection. The emission profile of a QPC crucially depends
on the shape of its electrostatic (confinement) potential.
We present a single-particle quantum-mechanical model
which provides realistic predictions of the coherent and
ballistic electron dynamics for a given electrostatic po-
tential landscape. The quality of its prediction depends
on the accurate knowledge of the electrostatic potential.
Atomic force and electron beam microscopy allow a pre-
cise determination of gate geometries. For the calibration
of individual potential components (QPCs and lens) we
apply (magneto) transport spectroscopy. Finally, com-
parison of the measured and calculated current profiles
I(B, VL) through both QPCs in series allows to extract
further information on the electrostatic potential land-
scape such as the dip at the lens waist or details of the
QPC confinement potentials. The accurate description
of ballistic electrons will be key for designing future inte-
grated quantum circuits with multiple components. Our
results and methods (in experiments and theory) present
an important step towards this goal.
We thank Sergey Platonov and Philipp Altpeter for

technical support, Sergey Platonov and Yukihiko Taka-
gaki for helpful discussions, and we are grateful for finan-
cial support from the DFG via Grant No. LU 819/11-1.
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I. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE

SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION

A. Outline of the model

We model the ballistic transmission of electrons
through the two QPCs in series with an open region of
grounded 2DES in between by solving the Schrödinger
equation for a single electron in a 2DES with leads and a
potential landscape that implements the QPCs, the lens
and the impurities. We treat the 2DES at cryogenic tem-
peratures as a degenerate Fermi gas but take into account
energy broadening of the emitted electrons by both, tem-
perature and a finite bias. Supported by experimental
results (not shown), we assume coherent transport be-
tween the QPCs. However, standing waves between the
QPCs due to multiple coherent reflections cannot be re-
solved because of energy broadening caused by temper-
ature and applied voltage. We model the QPCs using
potentials that change slowly on the scale of the Fermi
wavelength such that no reflections occur as long as the
potential maximum stays below the chemical potential
of the 2DES. Our approach is to divide the simulation
region into parallel slices of width ∆x for which we solve
the scattering problem exactly. Concatenation of the re-
sulting slice-by-slice scattering matrices in the correct or-
der yields the scattering matrix of the complete simula-
tion region from which we then extract the transmission
probabilities TN,M for emitter and detector QPCs on the
Nth and Mth plateau for a direct comparison with ex-
periments.

The problem of a single electron moving in a magnetic
field B and a spatial potential Φ(x, y) is described by the
Hamiltonian

H =
1

2m⋆

(
−i~

∂

∂~r
− e

c
~A(x, y)

)2

+Φ(x, y) (1)

where m⋆ and e are the effective mass and charge of the
electron and c is the speed of light. While we calculate
the solutions at fixed energy E, we account for the energy
distribution of charge carriers due to finite temperature
and source drain voltage by sampling over the energy
distribution of the electrons. The simulation region is
sketched in Fig. 4.
Assuming ballistic transport the potential Φ(x, y)

models two QPCs and a tunable lens in between. We
calculate the transmission through QPC2 (detector) for
electrons emitted by QPC1 (emitter), i.e., the principal
direction of particle flow is along the x-axis. We attach
leads to the two boundaries of the simulation region at
x = 0 and x = L, each of which is a semi-infinite conduct-
ing 2DES without magnetic field. The real sample used in
our experiments and shown in Fig. 1(a) of the main text
contains four additional ohmic contacts arranged sym-
metrically along the sides to ground the 2DES region
between the two QPCs. These macroscopic and diffu-
sive contacts absorb electrons scattered to the sides such
that they cannot escape through one of the two QPCs.
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FIG. 4: Sketch of the simulation region of our model. Gra-
dients on the left and right side denote attached leads. The
shapes of two QPCs and a lens which we model by the applied
potential Φ(x, y) are roughly indicated. Our model includes
absorbing potentials (red crosses) at the boundaries in y di-
rection to absorb carriers that leave the simulation region.

We simulate the side contacts by an absorbing poten-
tial along the boundaries of the simulation region in y-
direction together with periodic boundary conditions in
y-direction which allow an expansion in terms of plane
waves. Along the x-axis we divide the simulation region
into exactly solvable vertical slices (parallel to the y-axis)
by approximating the potential

Φ(x, y) ≃
∑

i

Φ(xi, y)δ(x− xi) (2)

where we choose a normalization of the Dirac delta func-
tion such that

∫∞
−∞

dxδ(x) = ∆x, where ∆x = xi+1 −xi.

The normalization is chosen to preserve
∫ L

x=0
dxΦ(x, y),

where L is the length of the simulation region in x di-
rection, compare Fig. 4. We include a magnetic field
~B(x) = B(x)êz perpendicular to the 2DES which is ap-
proximated by

B(x) ≃
∑

i

B(xi)δ(x− xi). (3)

We choose the corresponding vector potential as ~A(x) =
Ay(x)êy, where Ay =

∫ x

0
dx′B(x′) =

∑
xi<x B(xi)∆x.

The magnetic field is constant within the region between
the QPCs but vanishes in the leads and in the regions
with finite QPC potential at 0 ≤ x ≤ x1 and x2 ≤ x ≤ L.
Neglecting the magnetic field within the QPC regions
is justified as the cyclotron radius is much larger than
the QPC constriction size. To avoid reflections due to
discontinuities of B at x = x1 and x = x2, we turn
on the magnetic field slowly on the scale of the Fermi
wavelength. The solution converges when the slide width
∆x is much smaller than the Fermi wavelength.

B. Scattering problem in a nut-shell

For solving the scattering problem, between x = 0 and
x = L we expand the wavefunction along the vertical

H

I II III

x x+Δx
x

H0 H0

V(x,y)δ(x)
I III

x

x

H0 H0

a)

b)

aq
bq'

cq'
dq

aq
bq'

c
q'

dq

II

FIG. 5: Sketch of the model used to compute the scattering
matrix per slice. We compose the scattering matrix from
two contributions: a) the propagative motion described by
the Hamiltonian H defined in Eq. (7) between two scattering
slices at x and x+∆x and b) the scattering off the potential
Φ(x, y) per slice at each x. The regions I and III are the semi

infinite regions with Hamiltonian H0 = − ~
2

2m⋆

∂2

∂x2 .

slices (in y-direction) in plane waves characterized by the
transverse wavenumber q. Making use of the linearity of
the scattering problem we calculate the scattering matrix
of each individual slice separately. For each slice we fur-
ther divide the problem into a free propagation between
xi and xi+1 setting Φ = 0 and B = 0, and the actual scat-
tering events at xi accounting for the potential and the
magnetic field as defined in equations (2) and (3), respec-
tively. The “propagative motion” is sketched in Fig. 5(a)
and the “scattering events” in Fig. 5(b). Regions I and
III are temporarily added supplementary semi-infinite re-
gions described by the trivial Hamiltonian

H0 = − ~
2

2m⋆

∂2

∂x2
. (4)

These supplementary leads are completely removed in the
last step, where we concatenate the slices in the order of
appearance from left to right. Before the final concate-
nation process we add the semi-infinite leads for x < 0
and x > L to the system. For the region with B = 0,
the scattering matrix of the uniform leads is sketched in
Fig. 6.

C. Details of the calculation

The scattering matrix Sq′,q is the unitary matrix that
relates the amplitudes of ingoing waves aq, dq to the scat-
tered amplitudes of outgoing waves bq′ , cq′ left and right
of the scattering region. The scattering event may change
the wavenumber of the ingoing wave from q to q′. The
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x=0

x

H0

aq
bq'

cq'
dq

Hlead

FIG. 6: Sketch of the model used to compute the scattering
matrix of the attached left lead. The lead Hamiltonian Hlead

as given in equation (12) contains only kinetic energy terms.
The right region is described by the Hamiltonian H0. For the
right leads the setup is mirrored and the boundary between
the regions is at x = L.

scattering matrix is defined as
(
bq′
cq′

)
=

∫ ∞

−∞

dqSq′,q

(
aq
dq

)
(5)

=

∫ ∞

−∞

dq

(
tq′,q r′q′,q
rq′,q t′q′,q

)(
aq
dq

)
(6)

where tq′,q (t
′
q′,q) and rq′,q (r

′
q′,q) are transmission and re-

flection matrices for waves incident from the left (right),
respectively.
The scattering matrix for the propagative slices is

solved in a model as sketched in Fig. 5(a). The Hamilto-
nian H in region II implementing the propagation of the
plane wave eigenmodes from xi to xi+1 is

H = − ~
2

2m⋆

∂2

∂x2
+

(~q − e
c
Ay(xi))

2

2m⋆
. (7)

where the term e
c
Ay(xi) describes the piecewise constant

vector potential corresponding to the magnetic field as
defined in eq. (3). For this geometry, the transmission
matrices read

tq′,q =
2kkxe

−ik∆xδ(q − q′)

2 cos (kx∆x) kkx − i sin (kx∆x) (k2 + k2x)
(8)

and t′q′,q = tq′,qe
2ik∆x and the reflection matrices are

rq′,q = r′q′,q =
i sin (kx∆x)

(
k2x − k2

)
δ(q − q′)

2 cos (kx∆x) kkx − i sin (kx∆x) (k2 + k2x)
(9)

with the wavenumber along x in regions I and III k =√
2m⋆E/~2 and the wavenumber along x in region II

kx =
√
2m⋆E/~2 − (q − e

~c
Ay(x))2. The scattering ma-

trix is diagonal in the wavenumber q. In the propagative
region with Φ(x, y) = 0 they satisfy k2 = k2x + q2. To
implement the potential Φ(x, y), we solve the scatter-
ing problem for a slice Φ(xi, y)δ(x− xi) in the geometry
depicted in Fig. 5(b)). The transmission and reflection
matrices are

t = t′ = 2

(
21+

2im⋆∆x

~2k
Φ(xi)

)−1
(10)

r = r′ =

(
21+

2im⋆∆x

~2k
Φ(xi)

)−1
·
(−2im⋆∆x

~2k
Φ(xi)

)

(11)

where 1 is the identity matrix and Φq1,q2(xi) =
Φq1−q2(xi) is the Toeplitz matrix formed by the Fourier
transform of the potential Φq(xi) =

∫
W

dyΦ(xi, y)e
−iqy

with W the width of the simulation region along y. For
the leads at the left and right boundary of the simula-
tion region, we assume that there is no magnetic field.
The vector potential in the left (right) leads is equal to
the vector potential at the left (right) boundary of the
simulation region Alead

y = Ay(0) (Alead
y = Ay(L)). The

Hamiltonian in the leads is

Hlead = − ~
2

2m⋆

∂2

∂x2
+

(~q − e
c
Alead

y )2

2m⋆
. (12)

In a scattering geometry for a left lead as in Fig. 6, the
transmission amplitudes read

tq′,q = t′q′,q =
2
√
kxk

k + kx
δ(q − q′) (13)

if E ≥ (~q− e
c
Ay(0))

2/2m⋆ and tq′,q = t′q′,q = 0 else. The
reflection amplitudes read

rq′,q = −r′q′,q =
kx − k

k + kx
δ(q − q′). (14)

For the leads right of the scattering region, the constant
vector potential is Alead

y = Ay(L) and r and r′ are ex-
changed.
The concatenated scattering matrix S12 of two adja-

cent regions 1, 2 with 1 left of 2 can be computed from
the individual scattering matrices S1, S2 as

t12 = t2 (1− r′1r2)
−1

t1 (15)

r12 = r1 + t′1r2(1− r′1r2)
−1t1 (16)

t′12 = t′1
(
1+ r2(1− r′1r2)

−1r′1
)
t′2 (17)

r′12 = r′2 + t2 (1− r′1r2)
−1

r′1t
′

2. (18)

To compose the scattering matrix of the complete sys-
tem, we concatenate all propagating and potential scat-
tering matrices ordered from left to right and complete
the calculation by concatenating with the lead scattering
matrices.

D. Transmission matrix

In the main article we expressed the total transmission
probability in terms of a transmission matrix TN,M =∑N,M

n,m tn,m for emitter and detector QPC on the Nth
and Mth conductance plateaus. Here, tn,m are the in-
dividual probabilities for an electron emitted from the
nth mode to transmit through the mth subband of the
detector. We present them in Fig. 7(a). This approach
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FIG. 7: (a) Calculated transmission probabilities —for
VL = 0 (no lens) and a flat electrostatic potential between
the perfectly aligned QPCs — averaged over energy to simu-
late temperature and source-drain voltage broadening. Each
square shows tn,m(B) between the nth mode of QPC1 and
the mth mode of QPC2 for 1 ≤ n,m ≤ 7. B = 0 at vertical
symmetry axes. For N = M = 7 the total transmission is the
sum of all shown elements TN,M =

∑N,M

n,m=1
tn,m. (b) Trans-

mission differences ∆TN,M=7 =
∑7

m=1
tN,m also plotted in

Fig. 2(c) of the main article. They correspond to the sum of
the colored elements in each row of the matrix in panel a.

is exact as long as the eigenmodes do not depend on N
and M and coherent reflections between the QPCs can
be neglected. The latter is fulfilled in our experiments as
the dephasing length is small compared to the distance
between the QPCs lφ ≃ 0.5µm ≪ l. However, in Ref.
[32] we show that the lateral confinement potential of
the QPCs is modified by Coulomb screening as the mode
number increases. As a consequence the eigenmodes are
also affected and the transmissions tn,m depend on N
or M , respectively. The descriptive picture presented in
the main article is a good approximation as long as the
change of the confinement potential between subsequent
plateaus of the QPCs is small.

While the approximation works quite well for our ex-
periments, in our numerical calculations described in the
sections above we nevertheless directly calculate the total
transmission TN,M for the realistic electrostatic poten-
tial which we determined from the experimental subband
spacings [32].

For completeness in Fig. 7(b) we present the trans-

mission differences ∆TN,M=7 =
∑7

n=1 tn,M=7 each cor-
responding to summing up all elements in a row of the
matrix in panel (a). These transmission differences are
also discussed in the main article, cf. Fig. 2 of the main
article.

E. Analytic description of QPC potentials

In a separate work in Ref. 32 we show that the con-
finement potential at the center of our gate defined QPCs
on the N ≤ 2 conductance plateau is well described by a
parabola while for N ≥ 3 it is best described by a hard-
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FIG. 8: (a) Hard-wall potential modeling a QPC on the
N = 7th conductance plateau with parameters from table I.
(b) Envelope function e(x;ωx) as defined in eq. (20) (blue)
and the smoothed version used in the quantum mechani-
cal simulation (orange). (c) Smooth potential modeling a
parabolic QPC on the N = 7’th conductance plateau.

wall potential. Below we introduce a two dimensional
continuation of both the hard-wall and parabolic poten-
tial. We assume that the magnetic field can be neglected
within the QPC regions in both quantum and classical
simulations. This is a good approximation as long as the
magnetic length is large compared to the channel width
at the QPCs, as in all our measurements presented here.
Hard-wall potential. The electrostatic potential realiz-

ing the QPCs based on a hard-wall model can be defined
within the QPC regions 0 ≤ x ≤ x1 and x2 ≤ x ≤ L as

φ(x, y) =

{
e(x, ωx)φ0 |y| ≤ W

2
+
√
(R0 − W

2
)2 − x2

4e(x, ωx)E
0
F else

(19)
where e(x, ωx) is an envelope function as described be-
low and E0

F is the Fermi energy of the free 2DES, i.e. the
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kinetic energy of electrons in the free 2DES at the Fermi
edge. The electrostatic potential (19) has a discontinu-
ity along two semicircles modeling the semicircular shape
of the split gates defining the QPC. The width W and
the offset potential φ0 at the QPC center determines the
mode structure of the QPC. These parameters can be
determined from source-drain bias voltage spectroscopy
[32] and the result is summarized in table I. The radius

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

W (nm) 58 84 111 134 160 193 221

Φ0/E
0
F 0.62 0.52 0.47 0.41 0.38 0.41 0.41

TABLE I: Quantum well width W and offset potential rela-
tive to the Fermi energy Φ0/E

0
F for a hard-wall confinement

potential determined from source-drain bias spectroscopy in
Ref. [32]

R = R0−W/2 of the semicircles decreases with increasing
width of the QPC center modeling the shrinking of the
gate depleted region when the gate voltage is increased.
In our simulations we set R0 = 400 nm which yields a
slightly larger distance between the centers of the semi-
circles than in the QPC gate geometry (d/2 = 275 nm).
The value of R0 is chosen in order to find better agree-
ment in the width of the transmission profile T (B) with
the magnetic deflection experiments. The correction ac-
counts for uncertainties in the precise determination of
the electrostatic QPC potential.

In current direction we assume a parabolic transition
of the electrostatic potential between the 1D channel and
the free 2DES in order to ensure a reflectionless trans-
mission through the QPCs. This is implemented by a
smooth version of the envelope function

e(x;ωx) =

{
0, |x| ≥ LQPC

2

1− mω2
x
x2

2E0
F

, else
(20)

where the channel length LQPC = 2
ωx

√
2E0

F

m
= 2R0 −

W such that the function e(x, ωx) is continuous. The
potential as well as the envelope function are plotted in
Fig. 8. In the quantum mechanical simulation, we use
a version of e(x, ωx) that connects smoothly to Φ(x >
x1, y) = 0 over a length LQPC/12 on both sides of the
QPC as shown in Fig. 8(b).

Parabolic saddle point potential. For comparison, a
potential that has a parabolic saddle point at the QPC
center and connects continuously to the free regions with
vanishing potential can be defined as

Φ(x, y) = e(x;ωx)

(
Φ0 +

mω2
yy

2

2

)
. (21)

where ~ωy is the subband spacing. To simulate a QPC
at the N ’th conductance plateau we set Φ0 = E0

F−n~ωy.

F. Implementation of the lens potential in our

numerical model

In Fig. 9 we illustrate the lens potential implemented in

dW/(2dVL)

W

R

x

Φ
L
/E

0

FVL = -0.64V

y
 

FIG. 9: Model implementation of the lens potential sur-
rounded by free 2DES at zero potential (blue). The lens gate
voltage VL = −0.64V corresponds to the focusing condition.

our numerical model, accounting for our lens calibration
described in detail in Sec. VI below. The lens represents
a region of finite potential in the otherwise free 2DES.
The region of finite potential mimics the shape of the
lens gate, cf. Fig. 1(a) in the main paper, with the width
W = 1780 nm and lens radius R = 750 nm. The potential
width is additionally increased by ∆W/∆VL = 75nm/V,
taking into account the measured depletion length caused
by the electric field effect. A dip in the center of the lens
is caused by a piezoelectric potential, described in Sec.
VI below. To avoid unrealistic sharp edges of the lens
potential we model the potential transitions by smooth
step functions.

II. COMPARISON BETWEEN QUANTUM

MECHANICAL AND CLASSICAL SOLUTION

In order to identify coherence effects we compare our
results with a classical simulation of the magnetic de-
flection experiment. To compute the current for classi-
cal electrons we sample the lateral distribution function
at the center (in current direction) of the emitter. We
solve the phase space trajectory of each sampling point
numerically and determine whether it transmits through
the detector and hence contributes to the current. In the
classical simulation we neglect trajectories that involve
multiple reflections between the QPCs.
In Fig. 10(a) we show the classically and quantum

mechanically computed magnetic deflection transmission
profiles T (B) for a perfectly aligned geometry and with-
out the electrostatic potential dip at the lens waist. Both
computations were performed with identical parameters
using the harmonic QPC potential. The quantum me-
chanical solution exhibits oscillations that reflect the
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FIG. 10: Comparison of quantummechanically (full lines) and
classically (dashed lines) transmissions through the two QPCs
in series calculated for the harmonic electrostatic QPC poten-
tial in the perfectly aligned geometry and without the electro-
static potential dip at the lens waist caused by the piezoelec-
tric effect. (a) TN,M (B) and (b) corresponding first transmis-
sion differences ∆TN,M (B) = TN,M (B)−TN−1,M−1(B). Both
emitter and detector QPC are set to the same conductance
plateau N = M = 1, 3, 5, 7.

mode structure of the waves emitted from the QPC.
These coherent oscillations are absent in the transmis-
sion profile for classical electrons.

The envelope of the transmission profile of coherent
electrons coincides with the classical result for large mag-
netic field strengths. For small magnetic fields there
are electron trajectories involving reflections between the
QPCs that contribute to the current through the setup.
These trajectories are included in the quantum mechan-
ical calculation but are neglected in the classical calcu-
lation. They yield an overall enhanced transmission for
small magnetic field strengths in the quantum mechani-
cal calculation compared to our classical solution.

In our experiments coherent Fabry-Perot like oscilla-
tions caused by standing waves between the QPCs are
averaged out, as expected for the dephasing length of
lφ = 500 nm due to bias and temperature broadening, cf.
Fig. 2 of the main article. In our quantum mechanical
calculation we account for the broadening by energy av-
eraging. Nevertheless, the quantum mechanical solution
in Fig. 10(a) contains high frequency oscillations at small
magnetic fields which are a remnant of the Fabry-Perot
oscillations after averaging over the energy distribution
of transmitting electrons. These remnants of the Fabry-
Perot oscillations are vulnerable to geometric imperfec-
tions and weak disorder contributing additional phase
shifts to interfering paths. Therefore they are most pro-
nounced in the perfectly aligned geometry without elec-
trostatic potential dip at the lens waist.

In Fig. 10(b) we present the calculated first transmis-
sion differences ∆TN,M (B) = TN,M (B)− TN−1,M−1(B),
again using N = M . As for T (B) in panel (a), the clas-
sical solution is a smooth maximum, while the quantum
mechanical result oscillates strongly with N = M main

maxima reflecting the QPC mode structure.
The lateral mode structure of the QPCs is visible in

both, experimental results and quantum mechanical so-
lution of their serial transmission, cf. Fig. 2 of the main
article. In contrast to the Fabry-Perot like oscillations
discussed above the lateral mode structure remains sta-
ble as long as the dephasing length is larger than the
lateral distance of two adjacent maxima in the interfer-
ence pattern of emitted electrons.

III. EMISSION PROFILES FOR HARD-WALL

VERSUS PARABOLIC LATERAL POTENTIALS

In this section we compare the calculated emission pro-
files for our two models introduced in section I E describ-
ing the electrostatic QPC potential.

A. QPC emission profiles

The beam profiles are calculated from the solution of
the Schrödinger equation, namely the spatially resolved
probability density of an electron emitted from the QPC
at the Fermi energy. In Fig. 11 we compare the beam
profiles for the hard-wall versus parabolic potential. The
beam profiles of the hard-wall potential have a wider wist
and smaller divergence compared to the parabolic poten-
tial. This tendency is additionally presented in Fig. 11(e)
by plotting the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the
respective beams as a function of the distance to the
QPC.

B. Magnetic deflection and electrostatic focusing

properties

In Fig. 12 we compare the combined magnetic deflec-
tion with electrostatic focusing, namely the transmission
probabilty through the two QPCs for B 6= 0 and VL 6= 0,
assuming a hard-wall (panel a) versus parabolic QPC (b)
potential for N = M = 7. Both QPC models show elec-
trostatic focusing. The main differences between the two
models is that the parabolic QPC potential exhibits a
broader transmission profile at vanishing lens potential
and a reduced transmission at the focal point. Both
differences are caused by the larger divergence of the
parabolic QPC potential. The larger divergence of the
QPC potential implies that not all electrons can be cap-
tured by the lens, cf. Fig. 11, and therefore a reduced
transmission at the focal point.
From our experimental data we concluded that all elec-

trons are captured by the lens, in contradiction to the
beam profile of the parabolic QPC potential. Further-
more, the measured magnetic field dependence of the
transmission profile at VL = 0 is in better agreement
with the predictions of the hard-wall model than those
of the parabolic confinement model.
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FIG. 11: Beam profiles of electrons emitted from a QPC with
hard-wall potential a), b) and a parabolic potential c), d)
as defined in section I E. In a), c), the QPCs are set to the
first conductance plateau. In b), d), the QPCs are set to the
seventh conductance plateau. We include a sketch of the lens
gate accounting for a widening of the lens potential of around
100 nm for the voltage at the focus point. Figure e) shows the
extracted full width half maximum (FWHM) of the beams as
a function of the position x in the free region between the
QPCs. The black dot denotes the lens aperture and position.

IV. LATERAL MODE STRUCTURE NEAR

FOCAL POINT

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) of the main article display the
measured vs. calculated transmission through both QPCs
in series with N = M = 7 as a function of B and the
lens gate voltage VL. Modulations as a function of B
(vertical cuts, constant VL) can be interpreted in terms
of the lateral mode structure in the current profile emit-
ted from a QPC. For VL = 0 we find strong modulations
as a function of B, see also Fig. 2(a) of the main arti-
cle. For VL = −0.64V the emitted current is focused on
the detector QPC and the modulation in B almost com-
pletely disappears. As we tune VL from 0 via the focus
condition to VL < −0.64V the focal point moves from
behind the detector onto the detector and finally in front
of the detector. Hence, for VL < −0.64V we see again a
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FIG. 12: Simulated magnetic deflection transmission prob-
abilities T (ΦL, B) with finite electrostatic lens potential ΦL

for emitter and detector QPC set to N = M = 7 conduct-
ing channels with (a) hard-wall QPC potential model and (b)
parabolic QPC potential model.

modulation in B.

For clarity we have also calculated this transition for
the case of 1 ≤ N ≤ 7 and M = 7, for the same
conditions as for Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) of the main arti-
cle. In Fig. 13 we display T (B) for three values of VL,
namely VL > −0.64V in panel (a), VL = −0.64V in (b)
VL < −0.64V in (c) and then the corresponding first dif-
ferences ∆T = TN,M−TN−1,M in the line below. Here we
assumed a perfect lens without dip and perfectly aligned
QPCs. Clearly the mode structure is almost gone under
focusing condition for VL = −0.64V. The qualitative dif-
ferences between the modulation in T (B) on the two sides
of the focal point, i.e., for VL > −0.64V vs. VL < −0.64V
are a consequence of the lateral coherence of the ballis-
tic electron beam. This interference effect is sensitive to
the detailed electrostatic potential landscape of the lens
which, in turn, depends on VL.

In Fig. 14 we present the same calculations, but this
time including our geometric imperfections, i.e., the elec-
trostatic potential dip at the lens waist and the slight
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FIG. 13: Calculated transmissions T (B) and the corresponding first differences ∆T (B) = TN,M (B)−TN−1,M (B) for 1 ≤ N ≤ 7
and M = 7 assuming a perfect lens potential without dip and QPCs perfectly alligned along the lens‘ principle axis. The focus
point is varied from (a,d) behind the detector at VL = −0.47V (ΦL ≃ 0.25EF), (b,e) on the detector at VL = −0.64V
(ΦL ≃ 0.50EF) and (c,f) between emitter and detector at VL = −0.85V (ΦL ≃ 0.75EF).

lateral shifts of the QPCs discussed in all detail below.
As a result, the symmetry in B is broken and details of
T (B) are modified. However, we still observe the same
qualitative focusing effect at VL = −0.64V.

V. MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS AND

SAMPLE PROPERTIES

A. Experimental setup

The presented experimental data are all direct current
(dc) measurements using the current amplifiers model
1211 of DL Instruments. As voltage sources for the gates
and the source-drain voltage we used the model 7651 of
Yokogawa. All measurements presented in the main arti-
cle or the appendix were performed in a helium-3 evapo-
ration cryostat and, if not stated otherwise, at a tempera-
ture of TB ≃ 250mK. For the presented data we applied
a source-drain voltage of V = −1mV across the emit-
ter QPC unless stated otherwise. Control measurements
with V = −0.1mV at TB ≃ 250mK result in almost iden-
tical curves. Measurements with the temperature raised
to 4K or more cause a broadening of the steps between
conductance plateaus of the QPC pinch-off curves and,
related, a broadening of the oscillations in I(B, VL).

We parameterize our experimental curves in terms of
the mode numbers N of QPC1 and M of QPC2, which
define the quantized conductance plateaus via N,M =
G1,2/GQ and GQ = 2e2/h. If not stated otherwise, we
adjust the applied gate voltages such that the QPCs are
tuned close to the centers of the respective conductance
plateaus. The measurement in Section VD demonstrates
that this approach is viable.

B. Inhomogeneous lens potential

Our lens shows abberation. The main reason is a dip
of the electrostatic potential located below the center of
the lens gate. The potential dip is caused by strain be-
low the lens gate which built up during cooldown due to
the different thermal expansion coefficients of the metal
gate and the (Al,Ga)As wafer. For the given lens ge-
ometry and its alignment in 〈110〉-crystal direction the
built-up strain generates a constant electric field via the
piezoelectric effect. It gives rise to a symmetric poten-
tial dip along the lens (in the y-direction) which reflects
the lens geometry. Comparison with literature confirms
that the dip can lower the local electrostatic potential
by a few meV [37, 38]. Experimentally we find a dip
depth of ∆dip ≃ 4.2meV, see the end of Section VI. This
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FIG. 14: Calculations at same conditions as in Fig. 13 beside that we include the electrostatic potential dip at the lens waist
and the slight lateral misalignment of the QPC positions discussed with the focus point being (a,d) behind the detector at
VL = −0.47V (ΦL ≃ 0.25EF), (b,e) on the detector at VL = −0.64V (ΦL ≃ 0.50EF) and (c,f) between emitter and detector at
VL = −0.85V (ΦL ≃ 0.75EF).

potential modulation is a general feature of on-chip elec-
trostatic lenses on a piezoelectric material and should be
taken into account for future lens designs.

C. Misalignment of the nanostructures

In Fig. 15(a) we present an atomic force microscope
(AFM) image of the sample. It reveals that both QPCs
are shifted [downwards in Fig. 15(a)] with respect to the
lens waist, QPC1 by ≃ 80 nm and QPC2 by ≃ 260 nm
(green bars). For the calculations we used slightly smaller
shifts for a slightly better agreement with theory. As
discussed in the main paper, a lateral misalignment of
the two QPCs in respect to the lens breaks the symmetry
and together with the electrostatic potential dip reduces
the mode-to-mode coupling and the ballistic transmission
through the two QPCs in series. The effect is strongest at
small values of N and M because the lower modes emit
narrower electron beams. In Fig. 15(b) we present the
measured serial transmission T (B, VL) for N = M = 1.
The transmission is small and asymmetric with respect to
B−B0 = 0. An according numerical calculation in panel
(c) qualitatively reproduces this behavior. For clarity,
in panel (d) we also present the model prediction for a
hypothetical sample with perfectly positioned QPCs and

a lens without electrostatic potential dip.

D. Influence of the quantum point contact

eigenmodes

The lower inset of Fig. 16 plots the detector pinch-off
curve for M ≤ 2. In the main figure we present the detec-
tor current, i.e., the current through both QPCs in series
as a function of the lens gate voltage VL at B = 0. The
emitter QPC1 is tuned to its first conductance plateau
(N = 1) while the detector is tuned to various points be-
tween 1 ≤ M ≤ 2 as indicated in the inset. Traces I(VL)
measured with the detector on one and the same plateau
are almost identical even in small details. In contrast,
we observe large variations between traces with different
detector conductance. This result demonstrates that the
current profile between the QPCs is directly related with
the occupied eigenmodes of the QPCs. The latter stay
unchanged as long as both QPCs remain on their respec-
tive plateaus. However, the mode structure and current
profile rapidly change as soon as the conductance of one
of the QPCs is changed.
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FIG. 15: (a) AFM image of the sample surface. Light color
corresponds to the metal gates. Green bars depict the lat-
eral shifts of the QPCs from the waist of the lens (dashed
horizontal line) by 80 nm and 260 nm, respectively. (b) Mea-
sured transmission T (B, VL) through both QPCs in series at
N = M = 1 at a source drain voltage V = −1mV. (c) Cal-
culated T (B, VL) for N = M = 1 for the lateral misalign-
ments measured in (a) including a electrostatic potential dip
at the lens waist as discussed in section VB . (d) Calculated
T (B, VL) for N = M = 1 for a perfectly symmetric sample
without electrostatic potential dip at the lens waist. (e) Cal-
culated T (B = 0, VL) cuts for N = M = 1 as in (b) but with
varying dephasing length lφ.
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FIG. 16: Measured detector current I(VL) at B = B0 for the
emitter (QPC1) tuned to the center of the first plateau (N =
1) at source-drain voltage V = −1mV while the detector
(QPC2) is tuned to various values between M = 1 and M = 2
by varying V2. The detector configurations are indicated in
the lower inset.

E. Influence of coherent electron dynamics

The traces I(VL) in Fig. 16 display strong oscillations,
which depend on the mode occupation of the QPCs, i.e.,
N and M . They are stronger for smaller N,M , lower
temperature and smaller source drain voltage V , indi-
cating an origin in terms of coherent standing waves (i)
between the two QPCs or (ii) between emitter or detector
QPC and the lens. Furthermore, (iii) the presence of the
electrostatic potential dip at the center of the lens causes
diffraction of the electron beam resulting in a modulated
transmission profile T (VL = 0, B) as seen both in exper-
iment, Figure 15 panel (b), and in the simulation Figure
15 panel (c) as bent stripes of local transmission maxima.
Due to the asymmetry of the sample, this diffraction re-
sults in oscillations of the transmission along horizontal
cuts of the transmission profile, e.g., for B = 0.

As the interference pattern strongly depends even on
slight disorder and the precise realization of the electro-
static potential, a one-to-one comparison with a numer-
ical simulation is difficult. In order to qualitatively ex-
plain the oscillations in I(VL) in Fig. 16, we compare
simulated T (VL, B = 0) cuts with varying dephasing
length lφ = 0.5µm, lφ = 5µm and lφ = ∞ shown in
15 (e). The fast oscillations for small negative lens volt-
ages VL > −0.6V are consistent with an interpretation
in terms of standing waves between the two QPCs as
they are strong for a dephasing length much larger than
the distance between the QPCs lφ = ∞ while they are
averaged out for a dephasing length lφ ≤ 5µm of the or-
der of the distance between the QPCs. The oscillations
at large negative lens voltages VL < −0.6V can originate
both from (ii) coherent standing waves between the QPC
and the lens and (iii) the lens voltage tuning the diffrac-
tion pattern through the B = 0 cut. The former exist
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FIG. 17: Current density emitted from the hard-wall QPC (a)
at N = 1 and (b) at N = 7 accounting for the piezoelectric
potential dip at the lens waist but an otherwise flat potential.
We sketch the edge of the lens gate for comparison.

only if the lens voltage VL is negative enough such that
electrons approaching a sufficiently smooth electrostatic
potential Φ(VL) are reflected if their forward momentum

is smaller than
√
2m∗(E0

F − ΦL). As the experiment was
conducted at T = 250mK with a source drain voltage of
−1mV corresponding to a dephasing length of 0.5µm,
oscillating current contributions due to standing waves
between lens and the QPCs are averaged out. Thus, the
simulation supports the conclusion that the large oscilla-
tions in the experimental data at VL < −0.6V of Fig. 16
are caused by (iii) the tuning of the diffraction pattern
through the B = 0 cut. This conclusion is in agree-
ment with the measured and simulated T (VL, B) profile
for emitter and detector plateaus N = M = 1 in Fig.
15 (b) and (c), respectively. Note, that the simulated
T (VL, B) profile in a symmetric geometry without elec-
trostatic potential dip at lens waist does not exhibit these
oscillations.

F. Current density modulation due to the

piezoelectric potential dip

To further demonstrate the impact of the piezoelectric
potential dip at the lens waist, we calculate the current
density emitted from a hard-wall QPC for N = 1 and
N = 7 in the presence of the electrostatic potential dip
but an otherwise flat potential. The results are shown in
Fig. 17.
For N = 1 the calculated current density emitted from

the QPC is a gaussian beam. Scattering off the dip gives
rise to a diffraction pattern in the current density. Sig-

natures of this diffraction pattern are visible both in the
experimental and theoretical current profiles T (VL, B),
c.f. Fig. 15(b) and (a), as oscillating current maxima for
fixed VL, in particular for lens gate voltages above the
focal point. Comparison to the calculated current den-
sity and current profiles T (VL, B) in the absence of the
potential dip, c.f. Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 15(d), respectively,
shows that the observed oscillations discussed here are
indeed a signature of diffraction from the potential dip.
For N = 7, the current density emitted from the QPC

is a superposition of all seven QPC modes. As electrons
emitted in different modes are uncorrelated, the diffrac-
tion pattern due to scattering off the dip averages out de-
tails of the individual modes and is much less pronounced
compared to N = 1. The main consequence of the pres-
ence of the dip is a reduction of the current along the
principal axis (besides for a small distance, where the cur-
rent density at the principal axis is enhanced). In partic-
ular, the maxima at B ≃ ±15mT of our measured I(B)
data at VL = 0, c.f. Fig. 2(a) of the main paper or Fig.
27, can be explained with scattering off the electrostatic
potential dip. In comparison, the calculations without
potential dip, c.f. Fig. 11(b) and Fig. 10, respectively,
does not show pronounced maxima at B ≃ ±15mT but
instead displays a current maximum at B = 0.
A direct comparison between our experimental current

profiles I(B) at VL = 0, c.f. Fig. 2(a) in the main paper,
and the calculations without the electrostatic potential
dip, c.f. Fig. 10, indicates that our experimental results
are strongly influenced by the presence of the dip.
Finally, we wish to point out that the observed distri-

bution of minima and maxima in the current differences
∆T , shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) of the main paper, is
a clear signature of the mode structure of the QPCs. In
our calculations we cannot model the observed pattern
of oscillations for all 1 ≤ N ≤ 7 based on scattering off
the electrostatic dip. This argument still holds, even if
we include disorder scattering assuming identical disor-
der potentials for all N .

VI. LENS CALIBRATION

The variations between the dispersion relations of light
with the momentum ∝ 1/c and that of massive particles
results in different refraction laws. The momentum of the
relevant electrons is in our case proportional to its Fermi
velocity vF. In optics, the refractive index of a medium
is defined as the ratio of the vacuum light speed c to the
phase velocity cm of light in the medium, nm = c/cm.
In analogy, we define the relative refractive index of our
electrostatic lens as nr = v0F/v

L
F, where v0F is the Fermi

velocity of electrons in the bulk 2DES away from the lens
and vLF its counterpart below the lens gate.

The focusing properties of a lens can be calculated by
requiring a smooth transition between regions of different
refractive index, i.e. that the component of the momen-
tum in the plane of the interface of changing refractive
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index remains constant. Snell’s law for light then reads

for photons: nm =
c

cm
=

sin δ1
sin δ2

, (22)

where δ1 is the angles of incidence (in vacuum) and δ2 the
angle of refraction (in the lens). In contrast for electron
optics we find a different refraction law [28, 29]

for electrons: nr =
v0F
vLF

=

√
E0

F

EL
F

=
sin δ2
sin δ1

, (23)

where we introduced the kinetic energies E0
F and EL

F in
the bulk 2DES away from the lens and below the lens
gate. As a consequence, to achieve focusing for nr > 1,
an optical lens must be convex while an electrostatic lens
must be concave.
Quantitative predictions of the focusing properties of

our lens require a calibration of the electrostatic potential
ΦL = E0

F − EL
F induced by the lens gate as a function of

the voltage VL applied to it. Below, we compare two
different methods to experimentally calibrate the lens.
Comparison between the two methods reveals the dip of
the lens potential discussed in Sec. VB above.

A. Landau-level lens calibration

A viable method to calibrate the height of a barrier is
to measure the reflection of quantum-Hall edge-channels
in a strong perpendicular magnetic field B. The edge
channels are a consequence of the orbital quantization
of the density of states of the 2DES in Landau levels
(LLs) with quantum number l = 1, 2, 3, . . . . Taking into
account the Zeeman splitting each LL results in two spin-
resolved energy levels quantized at

E±(l) = ~ωc

(
l − 1

2

)
± 1

2
gµBB , (24)

where ωc = eB/m∗ is the cyclotron frequency, e is the
elementary charge, m⋆ = 0.067m0 is the effective elec-
tron mass in GaAs with the free electron mass m0, g
the Landee g-factor with g ≃ −0.36 in GaAs and µB the
Bohr magneton. We indicate the corresponding spin po-
larized edge channels by their filling factor ν = 1, 2, 3, . . .
defined as ν = 2E0

F/~ωc. For instance at ν = 2.25 the
lowest two edge channels, corresponding to the lowest
LL, are completely filled and one quarter of the states of
(spin-up polarized) third level are also occupied.
In our calibration measurements we apply a constant

B such that the bulk 2DES (away from the gates) has an
integer filling factor. By sweeping VL we then gradually
increase the lens barrier, hence decrease EL

F and the fill-
ing factor beneath the lens gate νl. Thereby, we detect
the successive reflection of the individual edge channels
at the barrier in terms of the corresponding resistance
changes. In Fig. 18(a) we present an overview photo-
graph of the wafer surface including bond pads and ohmic
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FIG. 18: (a) Photograph of the sample. Six ohmic contacts
(spotty meander structures) at the periphery are numbered
consecutively. The 2DES containing mesa is surrounded by
a thin black line. Golden metal gates are used to define the
two QPCs while the lens gate is colored in green. (b) Scan-
ning electron micrograph of the central lens gate (green) on
the GaAs surface (gray). Locations of ohmic contacts are in-
dicated by the numbers. (c) Sketch of current carrying edge
channels connecting the ohmic contacts 1–6 in the quantized
Hall regime at integer filling factor νL = 2 beneath the lens
gate and ν = 4 elsewhere. (d) Illustration of the reflection of
edge channels. Edge channels corresponding to the red quan-
tized energy levels (with ν = 3, 4) are reflected at the lens
barrier if its height caused by applying a negative voltage
VL > 0 to the lens gate fulfills ΦL ≥ ~ωc.

contacts in the periphery. The position of the ohmic con-
tacts, labeled by numbers 1–6, in respect to the lens gate
are also indicated in panels (b) and (c), which show an
SEM image of the central part of the lens gate and a
sketch of the quantum Hall measurement set-up, respec-
tively. In panel (c) we assume the filling factor of ν = 4
in the bulk but νl = 2 below the lens gate, such that
the third and the fourth edge channel (red) are reflected
off the lens. As illustrated in Fig. 18(d), this reflection

occurs for ẼL
F < νL/2 ~ωc = ~ωc. Here ẼL

F denotes the
maximum of EL

F(y) taking into account a possible dip of

ΦL(y) in the center of the lens. In our sketch ẼL
F is cen-

tered in the gap between two LLs, such that below the
lens gate [precisely at the minimum of ΦL(y)] all states
corresponding to filling factors ν = 1 and 2 are occu-
pied while states at higher energies, e.g. for ν = 3 and
4, are empty. Based on the Landauer-Büttiker approach
[39, 40] we expect to find the longitudinal resistance mea-
sured between contacts 3 and 2 across the lens

R32 =
V3 − V2

I41
=

h

e

2(1

ν L
− 1

ν

)
, (25)
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FIG. 19: Longitudinal resistance R32(VL) defined in Eq. (25) in panel (a) and transverse resistance R36(VL) defined in Eq. (26)
in (b). Each curve has been measured at constant B and fixed bulk filling factor ν with V = −400mV applied at a 1MΩ
series resistor causing an approximately constant current of I ≃ 400 nA flowing from contact 1 into the grounded contact 4.
Horizontal lines indicate plateaus expected at filling factors (ν, νL) according to Eq. (25) in (a) and Eq. (26) in (b) [not all
expected plateaus are shown]. Our calibration points in the centers of the open circles are at identical values of VL in (a) and
(b). Top sketches: Four-terminal circuits of our Landau-level calibration measurements.

while applying a constant current between contacts 1 and
4. Likewise, between contacts 3 and 6 we expect to mea-
sure the transversal resistance across the lens gate

R36 =
V3 − V6

I41
=

h

e

2 1

ν L
. (26)

For simplicity and without a considerable loss of accuracy
we restrict the analysis of our calibration experiment to
even filling factors ν and νL (and disregard features al-
located to odd νL). In Fig. 19(a) we present the results
of four terminal resistance measurements for the setups
described by Eq. (26) and in panel (a) and according to
Eq. (25) in panel (b). Each curve has been measured
at constant B and bulk filling factors ν = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
while decreasing the filling factor beneath the lens gate
by sweeping VL from 0 to the pinch-off point at −1.2V.

Instead of the expected monotonous steps between
resistance plateaus we often find local resistance max-
ima. This phenomenon is related with an additional tun-
nel current between reflected edge channels via localized
states below the thin barrier and has also been observed
in Ref. 40. Where our measurements are close enough to
the expected resistance plateaus (at the resistance val-
ues indicated by horizontal lines) we choose the center of
these plateaus as calibration points VL(νL) with

ẼL
F

E0
F

=
νL
ν

, (27)

see Fig. 20(a) for the final calibration result. As expected,
the calibration points obtained in this way turn out to
be almost identical for the two alternative methods pre-

sented in Fig. 19. The dependence ẼL
F(VL) is a finger-
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FIG. 20: (a) Calibration by edge channel reflection. Each
point corresponds to a circle in Fig. 19 (same colors). Error
bars correspond to the plateau widths in Fig. 19. (b) Solid
black line: measured lens pinch-off curve at B = 0 and no
additional QPCs defined (V1 = V2 = 0). The pinch-off volt-
age is V p

L ≃ −1.2V. Dashed red line: calculated transmission
through a (one-dimensional 250 nm wide parabolic) barrier
fitted to the depletion onset of the lens’ pinch-off curve. It pro-
vides a rough estimate of the depletion voltage V d

L ≃ −1.02V
where the 2DES is depleted beneath wide gates, i.e. outside
of the central dip. Inset: For VL . V d

L the measured pinch-
off resembles quantized conductance steps pointing to a one-
dimensional conducting channel through the central dip.
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FIG. 21: (a) Calculated serial transmission T (EL
F , B) through two QPCs tuned to the 7th conductance plateau for a symmetric

sample and a flat lens potential without potential dip. A dashed black line traces one of the main current maxima. (b)
T (EL

F , B) including the slight lateral shifts of the QPCs and the lens (cf. section VC) and the potential dip at the lens waist.
(c) Measured transmission T (VL, B). A dashed black line traces one of the main current maxima. A point-by-point scaling of
the two lines in (a) and (c) results in the calibration EL

F(VL).

print of our heterostructure. The non-linear relation re-
veals a corresponding lens voltage dependent capacitance
between the lens gate and the 2DES beneath. We conjec-
ture that this behavior is related with a high-resistance
conducting layer, a delta doped layer located between the
wafer surface and the 2DES. Because the carrier density
(and mobility) in this layer, too, depends on the gate
voltage it causes a VL-dependent screening between lens
gate and 2DES.

In Fig. 20(b) we show (as a solid line) the pinch-off
curve G(VL) of the lens gate measured at B = 0. Re-
lated with the concave shape of the lens gate it develops
a few quantized conductance steps at integer multiples
of GQ, emphasized in the inset. They indicate a po-
tential dip at the center of the lens forming a weakly
confined QPC. Such a dip can be explained in terms of
the piezoelectric effect of GaAs which gives rise to a siz-
able inhomogeneous build-in electric field below the lens
gate. The piezo-field is caused by strain in response to
stress at the metal-semiconductor interface built up dur-
ing cool-down because of the different thermal expansion
coefficients of the materials. The detailed build-in field
depends on the geometry and orientation (as the piezo
tensor is anisotropic) of the lens but can alter the poten-
tial ΦL(x, y) locally by up to several meV [37, 38]. Our
LL calibration measures the absolute minimum of the
barrier height, reduced at the dip located at the center
of the lens. However, the focusing properties of a lens
are naturally predominantly determined by its curvature
and potential further away from its very center.

B. Self-consistent calibration

Our second calibration method is more suited to de-
termine the lens potential away from its center. It re-
lies on a self-consistent comparison of the measured fo-
cusing properties of the lens with our theoretical predic-
tions. In Fig. 21 we present the transmission T through

both QPCs in series and tuned to their 7th conductance
plateaus (N = M = 7). In panel (c) we re-plot the
measured data T (B, VL) already presented in Fig. 3(a)
of the main article. Tracking and comparing the mea-
sured versus predicted current maxima as function of B
and VL versus EL

F , cf. dashed lines, provides the seeked
relation for EL

F(VL). This tracking procedure relies on
identifying the absolute current maximum as a function
of B. To demonstrate the feasibility of this procedure we
present in Fig. 22 I(B) for three different values of VL,
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FIG. 22: Measured detector current I(B) for N = M = 7 for
three different values of VL. The inset illustrates the three-
terminal circuit.

corresponding to three vertical cuts through Fig. 3(a) of
the main article. The absolute current maximum moves
from positive to negative values of B as VL is decreased.
At VL = −0.64V (red line) the current at B −B0 = 0 is
strongly enhanced, indicating electrostatic focusing.
Note, that the tracked current maximum for N = M =

7 corresponds to a trajectory between the QPCs which
does not touch the very center of the lens. This way we
try to avoid the influence of the dip at the center of the
lens for the present calibration. Consequently, in our cal-
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culations we assume a homogeneous (flat) lens potential
ΦL(VL) = E0

F − EL
F(VL) independent of y but disregard

the dip in the center of the lens.

In addition to tracking the current maximum, we use
the following prominent points to adjust the quantitative
calibration result: (i) at the focus point measured at VL =
−0.64V our calculation predicts EL

F = 0.49E0
F; (ii) we

assume that the lens gate (away from its center, where
it has a dip) has a negligible effect on the local potential
at VL = 0: ΦL(VL = 0) = 0; and (iii) as discussed above
we estimate the pinch-off point for the lens away from
the center dip to occur at VL ≃ −1.02V which leads to
ΦL(VL ≃ −1.02V) = E0

F.

In Fig. 23 we present the obtained relation as a solid
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FIG. 23: Comparison between the two calibration methods,
plotting ΦL/E

0
F = 1− 1/n2

r . The blue solid line indicates the
result of the self-consistent and the colored symbols that of
the LL lens calibration. The dashed black line is parallel to
the solid line but vertically shifted to fit the LL calibration
points. The vertical shift corresponds to the dip depth ∆dip.
Top right inset: lateral lens potential with parabolic dip of
width Wdip and depth ∆dip in its center. The lens potential

ΦL, E
L
F and ẼL

F = ∆dip + EL
F depend on VL while the bulk

Fermi energy E0
F is a material property. The corresponding

dip curvature is ωdip = 1.06 × 1012 s−1, its depth ∆dip =
4.2meV and its width Wdip = 270 nm. Bottom left inset:
calculated quantum mechanical current density emitted from
QPC1 with N = 7. The outer flanks of the beam miss the dip
of the lens potential and are unaffected by it.

line in comparison with our LL lens calibration (sym-
bols). Assuming in our calculations a flat lens potential
ΦL(VL) = E0

F − EL
F(VL) independent of y, we disregard

the dip in the center of the lens. As such, the self-
consistent calibration approximately averages the lens
potential weighted by the actual lateral current distribu-
tion (in y-direction). For N = M = 7 the lateral current
distribution has two pronounced maxima away from the
center of the lens, as visible, e.g., in the inset of Fig. 23.
Underpinned by measured data, we argue that the cur-
rent density is much smaller in the dip region, such that

our second calibration mostly probes the lens potential
away from its center.

C. Determination of the inhomogeneous lens

potential

With our second calibration method we predominantly
determined the lens properties away from its center,
hence outside its potential dip, while with our first cal-
ibration method we measured precisely the minimum of
the electrostatic lens potential. Hence, we interpret the
difference between the two results as being the depth of
the dip. In Fig. 23 it is indicated as ∆dip. Our data are
consistent with a constant ∆dip(VL), i.e., independent of
VL. This is expected if the electric field is generated by
strain combined with the piezoelectric effect.
The pinch-off curve of the lens plotted in Fig. 20(b)

provides additional information about the shape of the
central potential dip. Using the LL lens calibration we
determine from the step width between the two lowest
quantized conductance plateaus the corresponding one-
dimensional subband spacing: ∆E01 ≃ 0.7meV. For a
rough estimation we assume a parabolic potential dip in
y-direction, which is centered in an otherwise flat barrier:

Φdip(y) = ΦL(VL)−∆dip +
1

2
m⋆ω2

dipy
2 for |y| < wdip/2

Φdip(y) = ΦL(VL) for |y| ≥ wdip/2

where ωdip = ∆E01/~ is its curvature and Wdip =

2~/∆E01

√
2∆dip/m⋆ ≃ 270 nm its width at Φdip(y) =

ΦL(VL), Fig. 23. The dip width is indicated by the cen-
tral gray region of the lens gate in the inset of Fig. 23.
It is small enough to corroborate our assumption that
the dip has only little influence on our second calibration
method.
In Fig. 24 we visualize the effect of the lateral misalign-

ment of the QPCs with the lens as well as the potential
dip in the center of the lens. The figure plots magnetic
deflection data measured at N = 1 and M = 7 in com-
parison to our model prediction for the case of (i) perfect
symmetry and no potential dip (pink dashed), (ii) perfect
symmetry but the potential dip included (gray dashed),
and (iii) QPCs simulated at their actual laterally shifted
positions and potential dip included (black solid line).
The dip splits the current peak centered at B − B0 = 0
in two while the symmetry is preserved. The misalign-
ment of the QPCs breaks the symmetry, in addition. The
remaining deviations between model and measurement
can be interpreted as our incomplete knowledge of the
detailed electrostatic potential landscape.

VII. CIRCUIT CHARACTERIZATION –

DIFFUSIVE TRANSPORT CONTRIBUTIONS

The focus of our main article is on ballistic transport
phenomena in the coherent transport regime. However,
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FIG. 24: Blue dots: measured magnetic-field dependent
transmission through both QPCs at N = 1,M = 7,
TN=1,M=7(B). Lines are calculated TN=1,M=7(B). Dashed
magenta line: for a flat 2DES (without dip) and perfect align-
ment of the QPCs. Dashed gray line: including the potential
dip for perfectly aligned QPCs. Black solid line: including
both the potential dip and the misalignment of the QPCs
with respect to the lens.

the ohmic resistances of the electrical leads inevitably
cause diffusive carrier transport as well. We therefore
need a clean separation between the ballistic and diffusive
contributions to the current I = Iball + Idiff. In this
section we demonstrate how we achieve such a separation.

Both, Iball and Idiff can be directly determined from
our magnetic deflection measurements as displayed in
Fig. 2(a) of the main article. In Fig. 25(a) we plot one
of the sets of these I(B) measurements for N = M .
However, in contrast to the main article we plot the raw
data without artificial offsets between the curves. There
is no lens defined between the QPCs as VL = 0. At
high enough magnetic fields, here for |B −B0| > 35mT,
the cyclotron diameter of the ballistic electron orbits be-
comes smaller than the distance between the two QPCs,
2Rc = m⋆vF/|e(B − B0)| < l/2 = 2.3µm, such that
ballistic carriers emitted from one QPC can no longer
reach the second QPC. This is the case in the regions
shaded in gray in Fig. 25(a), hence, here the current still
flowing through the detector QPC is diffusive (and inde-
pendent of B). The diffusive current Idiff is caused by
the voltage drop across the detector, QPC2. In the in-
set of Fig. 25(b) we sketch a simplified circuit diagram
of our setup which contains its ohmic resistances rele-
vant in the diffusive transport regime. For simplicity we
assume identical resistances, R, of all leads indicated in
Fig. 1(a) of the main article as crossed squares. Note
that independent characterization measurements of the
sample with all gates grounded, i.e. no QPCs and no
lens defined, yielded indeed approximately identical lead
resistances of R = 144.2 ± 0.5Ω for the six leads of the
sample. These resistances are dominated by that of the
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FIG. 25: (a) Measured detector current IN,N (B) flowing
through QPC2 for the source-drain voltage of V = −1mV
applied to the emitter, QPC1. The region in between the
QPCs is connected to ground. No lens is defined, VL = 0.
The data correspond to one data set shown in Figure 2(a) of
the main article but without artificial offsets. Both QPCs are
tuned to the Nth conductance plateau, respectively. (b) In-
set: Simplified circuit diagram assuming diffusive transport.
R are the almost identical ohmic resistances of the leads, G1,2

the tunable conductances of the QPCs’, V the applied source-
drain voltage and V0 the input offset voltage of the current
amplifier. Emitter, side and detector currents are labeled as
Iem, Iside and I [corresponding to IN,N in (a)]. Black squares:
Diffusive contribution of the detector current Idiff/NGQ(N).
Idiff is the average value of IN,N within the magnetic field re-
gions shaded in gray in panel (a). The red line is a linear least
squares fit to the data. Using Eq. (29) it allows to extract the
lead resistance R = 150 ± 7Ω as well as the amplifier offset
voltage V0 = −2.8± 0.6µV.

ohmic contacts. 1/G1 and 1/G2 are the tunable resis-
tances of the two QPCs, V0 is the input offset voltage
of the current amplifier and V the applied source-drain
voltage. Using Kirchhoff’s circuit laws with the QPC
conductances G1 = G2 = NGQ we find

Idiff
NGQ

=
XV − (5X + 4)V0

6X2 + 10X + 4
; X ≡ NGQR (28)

Since we are interested in N ≤ 7 we find NGQR <
0.08 ≪ 1 and can approximate Eq. (28) in first order
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with

Idiff
NGQ

≃ −V0 +
V + 5V0

4
NGQR (29)

In Fig. 25(b) we present Idiff/(NGQ) as a function of the
mode number N of the two QPCs using V = −1mV. The
solid line is a linear fit which confirms Eq. (29). The fit
parameters are V0 = (−2.8±0.6)µV and R = (150±7)Ω,
in good agreement with our preliminary characterization
measurements.
To determine the conductance of the QPCs plotted in

the pinch-off curves in Fig. 1(b) of the main article we
likewise take into account the lead resistance R by using

G =

(
V

I
− 2R

)−1
, (30)

where V is the voltage applied across the QPC in a two-
terminal measurement and I the corresponding measured
current flowing through the QPC and its leads in series.
The actual value of the lead resistance is thereby taken as
a fit-parameter for each individual setup (depending on
which leads are left floating and which QPC is being mea-
sured) to account for small variations in the resistances
of the various leads.
We close this section by recalling our definition of

the transmission through both QPCs in series, TN,M =
IballN,M/(GQV ) with GQ = 2e2/h. For N = M we write

TN,N = IballN,N/(GQV ). Note, that we thereby subtract
the diffusive current, Iball = I − Idiff, such that we com-
pare only the contribution of electrons moving ballisti-
cally between emitter and detector. The transmission
defined in terms of the ballistic current can therefore di-
rectly be compared with our model calculations.

VIII. FURTHER MEASUREMENTS

A. Magnetic deflection measurements

For completeness we plot in Fig. 26(a) the raw data
used for the transmission differences presented in Fig.
2(c) of the main article. The detector QPC is fixed at
M = 7 while we vary the emitter conductance between
plateaus 1 ≤ N ≤ 7. In Fig. 26(b) we plot the corre-
sponding measured transmission differences ∆TN,M=7 =(
IballN,M=7 − IballN−1,M=7

)
/ (GQV ) (blue dots, gray dots cor-

respond to reversed current direction, cf. main arti-
cle). Additionally, we show the corresponding calculated

transmission differences ∆TN,M=7 =
∑7

m=1 tN,m with
the pairwise transmission coefficients tn,m(B) as defined
in the main article and n = N . We present the model
curves for assuming a perfect (flat) 2DES (dashed ma-
genta lines) and for the case of including the piezoelec-
tric potential dip of the lens as well as the lateral mis-
alignment of the QPCs (solid black lines) as discussed in
Sections VIB and VC.
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FIG. 26: (a) Current through two QPCs in series with
the detector fixed at M = 7 while the emitter is opened
from N = 1 to N = 7 as a function of the per-
pendicular magnetic field, IN,M=7(B). Data are verti-
cally shifted for clarity. (b) Measured transmission dif-
ferences ∆TN,M=7 =

(
IballN,M=7 − IballN−1,M=7

)
/ (GQV ) (blue

dots); model curves ∆TN,M=7 =
∑7

m=1
tN,m (dashed lines)

and calculated ∆TN,M=7 taking into account the potential
dip at the lens and the misalignment of the QPCs and lens
(solid black lines).

In Fig. 27(b) we replot the blue data set shown Fig. 26
after subtracting the diffusive current contribution, fol-
lowing the procedure introduced in Sec. VII, which we
plot in Fig. 27(a) as a function of N = Gemitter/GQ.
In this measurement VL = 0, while we apply the volt-
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FIG. 27: Measured detector current I(B) = Idiff + Iball(B)
with the detector tuned to M = 7 while the emitter is opened
from N = 1 to N = 7. (a) Diffusive current contribution Idiff
(symbols). The line is a model curve according to Eq. (31)
using the lead resistance R = 150Ω, determined in Sec. VII
and the fit parameter V0 = −1.07µV. (b) Ballistic current
Iball(B). The inset sketches the three-terminal measurement
circuit.

age V = −1mV across the emitter QPC with the inter-
mediate region being grounded, see inset in panel (b).
Generalizing Eq. (28) for the case of N 6= M and for
G1 = NGQ being the emitter and G2 = MGQ the de-
tector conductance we can predict the diffusive current
contribution from Kirchhoff’s law for the circuit sketched
in Fig. 25(b) to be

Idiff = GQM
VRGQN − V0 (5RGQN + 4)

6(RGQ)2NM + 5RGQ(N +M) + 4
(31)

where R = 150Ω was determined in Sec. VII, while the
offset voltage of the current amplifier V0 is again fit-
parameter as it can slightly drift between measurements.
The solid line in panel (a) is a model curve according to
Eq. (31) for V0 = −1.07µV. In panel (b) we present the
ballistic current Iball(B). As expected Iball(B) increases
with the emitter conductance, reflecting the mode struc-
ture of the system of coupled QPCs.
In Fig. 28 we plot comparable data, but for the emitter

(QPC1) tuned to N = 3 and the detector with varying
conductance 1 ≤ M ≤ 7. The solid line in panel (a) is a
model curve according to Eq. (31) for V0 = −5.96µV. The
apparent differences between Iball(B) for fixed M = 7
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FIG. 28: Measured detector current I(B) = Idiff + Iball(B)
with the detector (QPC2) opened from M = 1 to M = 7
while the emitter (QPC1) remains at N = 3. (a) Diffusive
current contribution Idiff (symbols). The line is a model curve
according to Eq. (31) using the lead resistance R = 150Ω,
determined in Sec. VII and the fit parameter V0 = −5.96µV.
(b) Ballistic current Iball(B). The inset sketches the three-
terminal measurement circuit.

versus fixed N = 3 can be explained in terms of different
elements of the transmission matrix contributing to the
ballistic current, cf. Sec. I C. This, however, is beyond
the scope of the present article.

B. Electrostatic focusing experiments

In Fig. 29(a) we use QPC1 as emitter and vary its con-
ductance through N = 1 . . . 7 while we use QPC2 tuned
to M = 7 as detector. Here we plot the detector current
I(VL) atB = B0 instead of sweepingB as above. In panel
(b) we present the same data but normalized to the cur-
rent near VL = 0, i.e. I(VL)/I0 with I0 = 〈I(VL > −0.1)〉.
For completeness we also plot I0(N) in the upper left
inset. In the lower right inset of panel (b) we instead
display the current maximum Imax/I0 averaged over the
shaded region of VL as a function of N . Besides strong
fluctuations for N ≤ 3, the ratio Imax/I0 increases with
N . This behavior demonstrates that focusing works bet-
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FIG. 29: (a) Measured detector current I(VL) at B = B0

with the detector (QPC2) tuned to M = 7 while the emitter
(QPC1) is opened from N = 1 to N = 7 from the bottom to
top. The inset sketches the three-terminal measurement cir-
cuit. (b) Same data but normalized to I0 = 〈I(VL > −0.1)〉.
Upper left inset: I0(N). Lower right inset: Maximum current
enhancement compared to I0 averaged over the shaded region
-0.66V< VL < −0.62V.

ter for larger N . We expect this trend, because (i) the
dip in the center of the lens potential near the optical
axis leads to additional scattering. For higher modes,
the current density shifts more and more to the flanks
of the Hermite-Gaussian beam such that most carriers
avoid the dip and hit the outer parts of the lens.
In Fig. 30 we show a focusing experiment plotting

I(B, VL) as in Fig. 3(a) of the main article but for N = 2
and M = 7 instead of N = M = 7. The figure demon-
strates that focusing works independently of the detailed
mode structure of the QPCs. In particular, the focusing
condition is still best fulfilled for VL = −0.64V as the lens
properties are independent of the current density profile.

C. Possible influence of disorder between the two

QPCs

Disorder can influence the transport properties of
mesoscopic devices even if the mean-free-path exceeds
the device size by far. In this regime we expect small an-
gle scattering, e.g. originated by charged defects such as
the ionized donor atoms, to have a small influence on the
quantum mechanical phase of the carrier dynamics. How-
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FIG. 30: Transmission T (B, VL) at B = B0 with the detector
(QPC2) tuned to M = 7 while the emitter (QPC1) is tuned
to N = 2.

ever, even a single hard-wall, i.e., large angle scatterer
can alter the ballistic properties completely by reflecting
carriers and thereby generating an uncontrolled standing
waves pattern. Above, we have demonstrated that our
experimental results can be explained by accounting for
the existing geometric imperfections, in our case a slight
misalignment of the QPCs, and an imperfect lens caused
by a potential dip related with the piezoelectric effect.

To experimentally explore the influence of disorder, we
performed the some of our measurements twice in sepa-
rate runs. However, between the two runs we warmed
the sample up to room temperature, illuminated it with
daylight and than cooled it back down. Because this
procedure affects many defects by excitation and diffu-
sion, the potential landscape induced by defects should
vary between the two runs. We present a typical re-
sult in Fig. 31, which shows the measured transmission
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FIG. 31: Serial transmission T (B) through both QPCs, tuned
to N = M = 7. Black dots: measured T (B) in run I. Red
triangles: same measurement after warming up, illuminating
and cooling down the sample again (run II).
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through both QPCs as a function of the magnetic field
for N = M = 7. The two curves are very similar with
identical features for both runs. We conclude, that the
traces T (B) are not strongly influenced by disorder, at
most by energetically stable defects which remained un-
changed despite our resetting procedure. We tested this
scenario and found, that we could describe our measure-
ments using an alternative scenario, assuming a perfect
sample (without misalignments and with a flat lens po-
tential) but which contains a single hard-wall scatterer.
To completely exclude the possibility of disorder related
influences we had to repeat our measurements but using
a perfect sample.

D. Effect of a global topgate

Finally, we study the effect of a global top gate, which
covers the entire structure of interest including both
QPCs and the lens gate. The top gate is electrically iso-
lated and separate from the gates defining the QPCs and
the lens by means of an approximately 130 nm thick layer
of cross-linked PMMA, see inset of Fig. 32. By applying
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FIG. 32: Measurements with a voltage VT applied to a global
topgate which covers the entire structure of interest, i.e. the
QPCs and the lens. The inset sketches the setup. The main
panel shows the detector (QPC1) current I(VL) at B = B0 for
N = M = 7 for VT = +0.5V (black line) versus VT = −2V
(red).

a voltage VT to the topgate, we can vary the carrier den-
sity, hence, the Fermi energy E0

F of the 2DES. In Fig. 32
we plot two curves I(VL) measured at different values of
VT. They display two clear differences: (i) a more neg-
ative VT causes a decreased carrier density. This can be
seen in terms of a shift of the pinch-off point, in our case
by ≃ 40mV. If the lens were not affected by the top-gate
voltage, the focus point should shift in the same direc-
tion and by the same amount along VL. In contrast, (ii)
the focus point is shifted in the opposite direction than
the pinch-off point. It indicates, that in the plane of the
2DES the electric field distribution beneath the lens gate
is influenced not only by VL but also by VT (in particular
along the edge of the lens gate). Because this field distri-
bution defines the lens properties, it demonstrates that
a global top gate can be used to fine tune the properties
of an electrostatic lens.
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